Referee and Oﬃcials course 28th July 2019. Village Hotel Walsall
Addendum for the Oﬃcial Rule book.
PAGE
3. Competitors Uniform ALL are required to wear the oﬃcial Uniform
4. Sandals or Flip Flops are Mandatory when leaving the mat area.
10. The Scribe will record Yellow cards by highlighting the penalised competitor’s name
with a YELLOW Highlighting pen.
In a Round robin situation The winner of the contest will be the person who wins 2 clear
Fights. In the event of each competitor winning a fight each the contest will revert to the
POINTS RECORDED By the judges for each competitor and the one with most points will
be the winner.
Judges must not zero their clickers and must give their recorded points to the Scribe.
12. The referee will ensure that the Scribe has highlighted the penalised competitor’s
name with a YELLOW Highlighting pen.
13. ALL Kata Marking sheets will contain.
Etiquette & Personal
Presentation

Technical Ability, power,
Speed, timing and balance

Ju Jitsu Content

And the Marking will begin as soon as the competitor steps onto the mat. The timer will
start as soon as the competitor begins the kata.
The Time keeper will stand at the edge of the mat and advise the competitor if they run
over time and to halt the kata.
14 Weapons KATA same as page 13.
15 PAIRS Same as 13
19. Black Belt ADVANCED RANDOM ATTACKS. There will be no separate entry sheet for
Black Belt Advanced Random Attacks. The Competitors who make it through to Semi
Finals in the category will be immediately entered into the Advanced Random attacks and
will be known as “THE BEST OF THE BEST”.
26. If a Yellow Card is given, That yellow card will follow the competitor and continue to
be enforced throughout the said Competition. There is no CLEAN SLATE.
28.
A hold down will be recorded when a competitor is in complete control of his opponent
either from on top or underneath. Or if the competitor is face down.

